WORKTABLE OPTIONS

PROJECT#: ____________________________
ITEM#: _______________________________________
MODEL#: _______________________________________

Drawers
All worktables may be ordered or retrofitted in the field with a drawer to fit a 20” x 20” x 5” deep pan.

Two Types of Drawers available:
♦ Drawer Pan with Poly Friction Slides
♦ S/S drawer assembly with Full Extension Roller Bearing Slides.

Features:
♦ Coved Corner pan
♦ Drawer Stop
♦ Drawer Pull

Overshelves
Expand the usable surface area of your tables by adding a set of single or double overshelves.

Features:
♦ 16 GA. 304 S/S
♦ 12” or 15” High
♦ May be mounted through the backsplash, on rear, or on middle of table surface.
♦ Double post construction optional for heavy duty applications.

Pan Slides
Modify open base worktables to include pan slides for full sheet pans, glass racks, etc.

Features:
♦ 16 GA. 304 S/S
♦ Various mounting locations

Flanged Feet
Allows table to be secured to floor.
Available for all table and sink models.